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rotary arm of switch 5S3 reaches the fixed contact points (1-
10). If the fixed contact points are connected to the supply
line, via switch 6S1 in the control unit, the supply to the
magnet coil will remain unbroken and the bank of discs will
continue to rotate. When, however, a contact point is reached
where the supply is disconnected by virtue of the position of
switch 6S1, i.e. in this case, due to the contact connected to
4 (of 6P1) being open, the current will be broken and the
motor will disengage. The timing of the break contacts (5S5)
is so arranged that a positive halt of the discs in correct
relation to the position of the slides in the channel-change
mechanism is obtained.
As previously explained, contacts 5S4 are mechanically
operated by a segmented disc, but it should be noted that
these contacts are only used for local operation of the
channel change mechanism.
For example, when, during normal service, a channel-change
slide has been driven to the operated position it may be
electrically “homed” by moving the manual switch 5S6 to
TUNE (i.e. connecting the magnet coil to switching contacts
5S4). This switch completes the magnet coil circuit via
contacts 5S4 which are automatically re-opened when the
slide returns to the non-operating condition.

Control System
(A simplified diagram of the control circuit is given in Fig. 10.)
The field circuit of the starting relay 5.Rel.1, in the main
chassis assembly, is connected to the L.T. supply via switch
6S1 in the control unit when the latter is in any one of the ten
frequency selection positions. It will be noted that the lamp
and potentiometer are in the starting lead circuit in series with
5.Rel.1, which itself is shunted by a resistance 5R13 in order
to pass enough current for the control-unit dial lamp.
On the closing of the relay contacts, a secondary field of the
relay is series connected in the supply line to the rotary
transformer. This additional field is only effective during the
initial surge caused by starting of the motor and is designed
to prevent the possibility of the relay falling out through a
momentary drop in supply voltage.
In addition to connecting the supply to the motor the relay
also places all valve heaters in circuit via the carbon
regulator 5.Reg.1 and resistance 5R7, 5R8. Simultaneously
the supply is connected to the magnet coil of the channel-
change mechanism and to one side of relays 5.Rel.2 and
5.Rel.3. The circuits of both relays are simultaneously
completed by the operation of the “ Press to Talk “ button at

the remote point.  A local “Pull-to-Tune“ slide switch 5S1-2 is
provided for setting-up purposes. When pulled out to its full
extent, it connects earth to the windings of relays 5.Rel.2 and
5.Rel.3 and puts the equipment into the ”transmit” condition.
On closing, relay 5.Rel.2 removes the H.T. from the l.F. and
receiver circuits and applies it to the modulator and
transmitter circuits. Simultaneously 5.Rel.3 applies H.T. to
the modulator circuit and changes over the aerial
connections. It also short circuits a high resistance 2R10 in
the modulator unit, thus permitting valves 2V3, 2V4 to
become operative. The slide switch 5S1-2, when operated to
its first click position, connects the cathodes of valves 1V4,
1V6, in the l.F. amplifier unit, to earth, via resistance 5R12,
and permits the receiver to be locally tuned for noise.

Valves used.

Unit Ref Stage Type Equiv

4V1 Oscillator CV136 EL91
4V2/3 Bal mixer CV138 EF91
4V4 Doubler CV136 EL91
4V5 Amplifier CV309 QV04-7

Transmitter

4V6 Output CV415 TT15
3V1 Osc/treb CV136 EL91
3V2 Trebler CV136 EL91
3V3 Doubler CV138 EF91
3V4 Freq changer CV138 EF91

Receiver

3V5 RF Input CV138 EF91
1V1 1st  IF amp CV131 EF92
1V2 2nd IF  amp CV131 EF92
1V3 3rd IF amp CV138 EF91
1V4 Diode detector CV140 EB91
1V5 NL/ muting CV138 EF91

IF Amplifier

1V6 AVC amp CV138 EF91
2V1 Mic amp CV131 EF92
2V2 Tel amp CV136 EL91

Modulator

2V3/4 Mod output CV133 EC90

Control unit
The control unit consists of a small black finished aluminium-
alloy box containing a miniature rotary switch for starting up
the equipment and for simultaneously selecting the required
frequency. The switch shaft carries a dial made up of a front
disc of dense white opal Perspex cemented to a back disc of

Fig.9  Channel change circuit
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small lamp connected to the aerial socket. The control should
then be locked down as before. Return the sliders to their
normal positions and check for power out put and receiver
sensitivity.  If necessary, the muting control on the front panel
may be adjusted to give the required level of sensitivity.

In use
These sets produce a good quality of transmission, I use
mine with a Larkspur headset modified for balanced mic
operation.  The receiver is very deaf, even by vintage
standards – the manual states that 10µV is needed to open
the muting – and it means it.  To be really useful, a preamp is
needed and a modern miniature one can be fitted inside next
to the aerial relay without causing any problems.  However, if
you have a colleague not too far away it is possible to obtain
a ground to ground range of several miles using dipole
aerials, and probably further using a beam.  The rotary
converter is noisy and wearing for long periods of monitoring
– it is tempting to put the set in another room and use a long
control lead!

Servicing and faults
The modules are connected to the main chassis via standard
‘Jones’ plugs.  It is useful to make up short extension leads
so that the units can be powered up whilst removed from the
chassis if necessary.  The only faults I have encountered
have been poor audio caused (as you might expect) by leaky
coupling capacitors, and no transmission audio which turned
out to be an o/c mic transformer secondary.  One set had an
open circuit clutch solenoid, which I rewound easily after
removing the gear unit from the rotary converter.
The chassis of the modules are made of an alloy plated with
cadmium, in sets which have suffered from corrosion this
plating may be found to be flaking off in places – if so, make

very sure that no loose pieces are floating around in the
equipment to cause unexpected short circuits.

Source of supply
J. Birkett of Lincoln (01522 520767) has a stock of various
models of these sets and the control boxes, but unfortunately
no leads or connectors last time I enquired.  There are
various types of control boxes available, including ones for
controlling more than one set. Before choosing a set, it is
best to look inside, as some have been stored in poor
conditions and though look OK externally have suffered from
internal corrosion.  They can be extracted easily from the
case by releasing the Dzus fasteners on the rear of the case
– if it won’t come out easily, suspect bad corrosion.  All the
sets I have  collected from Birketts have had ‘Fit for Service’
labels on them and have worked on power up, some even
still contain crystals and will receive civilian aircraft
transmissions!!

Circuits and info
A copy of the complete manual for the STR.9-X, including full
circuit diagrams in electronic form is available from the
Archive free to members by email, or on paper at the usual
rates.
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Fig.12  Block diagram of STR.9-X


